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Abstract

Productivity and quality in the finish turning of hardened steels can be improved by utilizing predicted performance of the cutting
tools. This paper combines predictive machining approach with neural network modeling of tool flank wear in order to estimate
performance of chamfered and honed Cubic Boron Nitride (CBN) tools for a variety of cutting conditions. Experimental work has
been performed in orthogonal cutting of hardened H-13 type tool steel using CBN tools. At the selected cutting conditions the
forces have been measured using a piezoelectric dynamometer and data acquisition system. Simultaneously flank wear at the cutting
edge has been monitored by using a tool makers microscope. The experimental force and wear data were utilized to train the
developed simulation environment based on back propagation neural network modeling. A trained neural network system was used
in predicting flank wear for various different cutting conditions. The developed prediction system was found to be capable of
accurate tool wear classification for the range it had been trained. 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Finish turning of H-13 steel is a demanding operation
due to the increased hardness of the workpiece (usually
50–52 HRC). In turning soft steel the principle cutting
force is the highest among the force components. How-
ever, in turning of hardened steel, the thrust force
increases significantly and becomes the highest as the
hardness of the workpiece increases. Cubic Boron
Nitride (CBN) tools are suitable for turning of hardened
steels, because of their characteristics such as high
strength, high hardness, high abrasive wear resistance
and chemical stability at high temperatures. In order to
prolong tool life, increase edge strength, prevent edge
failure, and provide favorable residual stresses, edge
preparation is important for CBN tools. Most common
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types of edge preparation are chamfered and honed
edge preparations.

Tool wear is an important factor directly affecting the
surface quality of the machined parts. In particular, flank
wear requires close monitoring in finish turning of hard-
ened steels. Wear development during machining can
reach unacceptable levels very fast in some cutting con-
ditions resulting in poor surface finish. The prediction
and detection of tool wear before the tool causes any
damage on the machined surface becomes highly valu-
able in order to avoid loss of product, damage to the
machine tool and associated loss in productivity.

2. Neural networks in tool condition monitoring

Developments in faster computation techniques have
made neural networks a very popular choice in modeling
of sophisticated phenomenon. A number of researchers
reported application of neural network systems in tool
condition monitoring and prediction of tool wear and
tool life. Out of the various neural network algorithms,
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Nomenclature

Ei error at the input of the middle layer processing element
Ek error at the input of the output layer processing element
Fc principal cutting force (per unit width of cut) in cutting process
Ft thrust force (per unit width of cut) in cutting process
Ii output values of the input layer processing units in neural network model
Mj output values of the middle layer processing units in neural network model
Ok output values of the output layer processing units in neural network model
f feed or undeformed chip thickness in orthogonal cutting
V cutting velocity
VB flank wear depth
xi input to a processing element in the neural network model
wij interconnecting weights in the neural network model
a rake angle
b learning constant
g clearance angle

the back propagation model has been well developed and
extensively used by other researchers.

Applying sensors to monitor tool conditions and rep-
resenting it with neural networks is a reliable and attract-
ive alternative as opposed to previously employed
empirical methods with sensor fusion, vibrations, ultra-
sonic, torque, power, velocity and temperature sensors.
The approaches presented in the literature show that they
are for either modeling of relations between cutting pro-
cess variables and tool wear, or classification of worn or
unspent tools [1–5]. The major advantages of using neu-
ral networks are the ability to model, mathematically cal-
culate, and match non-linear tool wear patterns.
Recently, Liu and Altintas [6] reported development of
a feed forward neural network for predicting flank wear
on a tungsten carbide cutting tool when cutting P-20 type
mold steel. Ghasempoor et al. [7] used a combination of
three different neural network inspectors to predict the
wear on flank, crater and nose of the tool. Another
hybrid machining simulator, which was developed by Li
et al. [8], used the predictive machining theory to calcu-
late the forces and feed them to a neural network compo-
nent to predict the tool wear. In another work, Choud-
hury [9] proposed use of an in-process sensor to measure
the tool wear during the cutting process and a back
propagation neural network that predicts flank wear.
Dimla et al. [10] reported use of multi-layer neural net-
works in successful classification of tool state as worn
or sharp. In a different study, the relationship between
cutting forces and tool wear was studied in micro end
milling by Tansel et al. [11]. Optimization of the back
propagation neural network model was studied by Dutta
et al. [12] and interesting results have been presented. It
is worth noting that most of the work reported in the
literature uses a single cutting condition to train neural
networks, where as multi cutting conditions should be

used for training to increase the range and the accuracy
of the predictions.

3. Orthogonal cutting experiments

Orthogonal cutting tests have been performed on hard-
ened (55 HRC) H-13 steel tube workpieces using CBN
tools (Fig. 1). Triangular inserts (TNM-433 type) with
two different edge preparations a) chamfered (0.1 mm,
25°), and b) honed (0.02 mm radius) were used as shown
in Fig. 2a and b respectively. The tool holder
(Kennametal MTCNN-644) provided negative 5 degrees
rake angle. Cutting velocity of 200, 250 and 300 m/min,
and feeds of 0.05 and 0.10 mm/rev were used as cutting
conditions. The forces in principal cutting (Fc) and thrust
(Ft) directions were acquired by using a piezoelectric
dynamometer (Kistler type 9272), charge amplifiers with
100 kHz filters (Kistler type 5010) and a PC based data
acquisition system. The dynamometer is a high imped-
ance, four-component dynamometer, accurately meas-
ures torque, and the three orthogonal components of a
dynamic or quasistatic force in the range of �4.89 to
20.00 kN (for Fc), ±4.89 kN (for Ft). The cutting process
was interrupted every 5, 10 or 20 seconds (depending
on the progress in the amount of wear) and flank wear
depth was measured by using a tool makers’ microscope.

4. Backpropagation training neural network
(BPTNN)

A neural network is often defined as a computing sys-
tem made up of a number of simple, highly intercon-
nected processing elements, which possesses information
by its dynamic state response to external inputs [13]. It
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Fig. 1. Illustration of orthogonal cutting test set-up.

Fig. 2. Illustration of the edge preparations for the CBN tools.

is composed of many simple processing elements that
receive a number of input signals (x1, x2,…,xn) and gen-
erate a single output signal for a weighted sum of the
inputs as illustrated in Fig. 3. The output signal of an
individual processing element is sent to other processing
elements as input signals via the interconnections. The
two primary elements which make up a neural network
are processing elements and interconnections. The struc-
ture of the neural network is defined by the intercon-
nection architecture between the processing elements,
the rules determining whether or not a processing

Fig. 3. Forces generated during orthogonal cutting.

element executes a transfer function, and the rules gov-
erning changes in the interconnecting weights (w1,
w2,…,wn) known as training laws.

In this study, two neural network models are used.
The first model is the backpropagation training neural
network (BPTNN) and the second one is the backpro-
pagation prediction neural network (BPPNN).

4.1. Neural network layers

The BPTNN model, a procedure based on the gradient
decent rule, is hierarchical, i.e. the network always con-
sists of at least three layers of processing elements. This
model (as shown in Fig. 4) has three layers of processing
elements: a) the input layer with five processing
elements, b) the middle layer with thirty processing
elements and c) the output layer with eight processing
elements (as shown in Fig. 5).

The input variables are cutting velocity, feed, time,
width of cut, and the force ratio of the cutting force to
the thrust force. Each input variable is assigned to a sin-
gle input layer processing element. The input variable

Fig. 4. Illustration of a processing element.
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Fig. 5. Backpropagation training neural network model.

values are carried over to the output of the input layer
without any processing. The output values of the input
layer processing units are represented by Ii (where i=1,
2,%,5). The number of middle layer processing elements
is determined by trial and error after testing the model
for 5 to 30 processing elements at the middle layer. The
output values of the middle layer processing elements
are represented by Mj (where j=1, 2,…,30). The output
layer, which consists of eight processing elements, is an
8 bit binary representation of the experimentally found
flank wear value corresponding to the set of input vari-
ables. The output value at the output layer processing
elements is represented as Ok (where k=1, 2,…,8) where
each has either a value between 0 and 1.

4.2. Input patterns

The input patterns include five input variables and the
measured flank wear value which is coded in an eight
bit binary format. Each of the eight bits in the binary
format forms the output value at one output layer pro-
cessing element. In this study, 25 different input sets for
the chamfered tool and 15 patterns for honed tool
obtained from cutting experiments were used as training
input patterns as shown in Tables 1 and 2 respectively.

4.3. Interconnection weights

All of the processing elements at input layer are con-
nected to each of the middle layer processing elements
via interconnections which are weighted and represented
by wji

1 (where j=1, 2,…,30 and i=1, 2,…,5). The
superscript 1 indicates the inter-layer connections
between the middle and the input layer processing

elements. The output and the middle layer elements are
also connected similarly and the interconnection weights
are represented by wkj

2 (where k=1, 2,…,8 and j=1,
2,…,30). The superscript 2 represents the inter-layer
connections between the output and the middle layer
processing elements.

The interconnection weights are unknown to the pro-
cess. A random number generator is initially used in
assigning weights to the inter-layer connections. They
are scaled in the range of �0.25 to +0.25. These weights
are trained, using the BPTNN model, to match the input
patterns to the output flank wear.

4.4. Backpropagation training neural network —
forward pass

The first input pattern values are initialized at the
input and the output layers of the BPTNN. Every input
layer processing element, Ii, is multiplied by the corre-
sponding weight on the inter-layer connections of a
middle layer processing element. All the products of Ii

and Wji
1 are then summed and form the input to a middle

layer processing element. A sigmoid activation function,
as given with Eq. (2), is applied to the input value of the
middle layer processing element to get a scaled output at
the output of the middle layer processing element Mj.

f(L)�
1

1+e−5L (1)

where L is given as:

L��wji
1Ii (2)

The same procedure is followed for all middle layer
processing elements. Following through the network,
these output values from the middle layer are treated as
input values to the output layer. The sum of the product
of the entire middle layer output values (Mj) and the
inter-layer connection weights (wkj

2) to an output layer
processing element forms the input value to that output
layer processing element. The same sigmoid activation
function in Eq. (1) is applied and output Ok is computed.
The output Ok is then compared to the experimentally
measured output wear and the difference in the measured
and computed outputs is calculated. This difference in
the outputs forms the error E at the output layer. This
procedure constitutes the forward flow of the backpro-
pagation model.

4.5. Backpropagation training neural network —
backward pass

The error computed is backpropagated through the
same network by changing the weights of the intercon-
nections on the output to middle layer processing
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Table 1
Measured forces and flank wear for different cutting conditions using chamfered tools

Cutting velocity V Feed f (mm/rev) Time t (sec) Force Ft (N/mm) Force Fc (N/mm) Flank wear VB (mm)
(m/min)

200 0.05 10 150 110 0.038
200 0.05 20 180 120 0.048
200 0.05 30 150 10 0.053
200 0.05 40 200 120 0.066
200 0.05 50 210 120 0.066
200 0.05 60 250 120 0.074
200 0.05 70 210 110 0.076
200 0.05 80 180 140 0.079
200 0.05 100 220 90 0.084
250 0.05 20 150 120 0.053
250 0.05 40 220 130 0.079
250 0.05 50 220 200 0.089
250 0.05 60 220 120 0.099
300 0.05 20 130 80 0.058
300 0.05 40 180 120 0.081
300 0.05 60 200 120 0.114
200 0.1 10 220 190 0.038
200 0.1 20 230 150 0.058
200 0.1 30 250 210 0.066
200 0.1 40 260 190 0.071
200 0.1 60 270 190 0.089
250 0.1 10 200 150 0.051
250 0.1 20 230 170 0.081
300 0.1 10 210 140 0.056
300 0.1 20 230 190 0.089

Table 2
Measured forces and flank wear for different cutting conditions using honed tools

Cutting velocity V Feed f (mm/rev) Time t (sec) Force Ft (N/mm) Force Fc (N/mm) Flank wear VB (mm)
(m/min)

200 0.05 20 110 100 0.058
200 0.05 30 170 100 0.074
200 0.05 40 170 90 0.084
200 0.05 50 200 110 0.089
200 0.05 60 190 110 0.102
200 0.1 20 115 150 0.036
200 0.1 40 120 100 0.089
200 0.1 44 130 180 0.099
250 0.05 10 190 110 0.053
250 0.05 15 130 110 0.067
250 0.05 20 140 110 0.091
250 0.05 25 160 130 0.104
250 0.1 10 135 180 0.061
250 0.1 15 140 165 0.073
250 0.1 20 140 160 0.096
300 0.05 10 90 90 0.066
300 0.05 17 130 120 0.099
300 0.1 18 120 160 0.137

elements and also the middle to input layer processing
elements.

The error at each output layer processing element is
passed backwards through the derivative of the sig-
moidal activation function and is computed as:

Ek�
df(L)
dL

E (3)

where E is the computed error at the output layer and
Ek is the error at the input of the output layer pro-
cessing element.
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The derivative presents a bell-shaped curve when plot-
ted against the input, with relatively large values in the
midrange of inputs and small values at either end. The
derivative thus contributes to the stability of the network,
since it assures that as the outputs approach 0 or 1 only
very small changes can occur and the error Ek will be
proportionate to the original error propagated by the
input values of the middle layer processing elements. A
rule known as “Delta rule” is applied to determine how
to change the weights [13]. By applying Delta rule to
the error value the change is determined as:

(wkj)new�(wkj)old�
bEkL

L2 (4)

Where difference for the weights is the delta vector, b
is a scalar value of the learning constant, Ek is a scalar
value of the error at the output layer processing element,
and L is the input vector to the output layer pro-
cessing element.

A momentum term, which results in faster conver-
gence to the ideal weight vector, is used. The term
applies a momentum factor to the difference between
the latest known and the previously known weights. The
momentum term is calculated as follows:

M�a(�wkj) (5)

where M is the momentum term, a is the momentum
factor, and �wkj is the difference in the latest known
weight and the previously known weight. The values of
b, the learning constant and the a, the momentum factor
M are optimized between the range of 0.1 and 0.9 by
trial and error. The new interconnection weights on the
output—middle layer are calculated by adding the delta
vector and the momentum term to the old weights.

The middle-input layer interconnection weights also
share a part of the error and the error is calculated as fol-
lows:

Ei�
df(L)
dL

[�W2
kjEk] (6)

where Ei is the error of the ith middle layer processing

element, [�W2
kjEk] is the summation of the product of

the weights of each middle to all output layer processing
elements and the error at all output layer processing

elements Ek,
df(L)
dL

is the derivative of the activation

function of the middle-layer processing element for the
net input it received.

The error Ei computed is now used to change the
weights on the interconnections of the middle—input
layer. Delta rule and the momentum term are calculated
for every middle layer processing element. The summed
inputs to the middle layer processing element, error Ei,
and the original and previous weights, form the inputs
to the Delta rule and the momentum term.

The remaining input patterns are then presented to the
BPTNN sequentially and following the above procedure,
the inter-connection weights on the middle-input layer
and output-middle layer are constantly changed [14].

A mean square error (MSE) is calculated based on the
error between the computed and desired output at the
output layer processing elements. The mean square
errors for all the output layer processing elements and
for all patterns presented to the BPTNN are added to get
the total error through one pass. The patterns are
presented to the BPTNN and the weights are constantly
changed until the MSE reaches a fixed value of 0.1. The
program is terminated after 40,000 iterations in case it
does not reach the fixed MSE value. Trained weights
corresponding to this error are then stored, which are
used in the BPPNN model.

4.6. Training sets

In order to train the BPTNN, training sets have been
collected experimentally, for two types of tool edge
preparations (chamfered and honed) as shown in Tables
1 and 2. The training set consists of five inputs to the
input layer, cutting velocity in m/min, feed in mm/rev,
time in sec, force ratio and depth of cut 2.5 mm which
is a constant. The flank wear corresponding to the cutting
conditions and at the time recorded has also been shown
in the following tables. Experiments have been conduc-
ted until the flank wear, for a specific set of cutting con-
dition, reaches a wear of 0.1 mm.

The discussion here and the tables produced show that
for a typical cut for the purpose of generating the train-
ing samples, consists of the following. The workpiece is
turned using specified cutting conditions. The cutting
force components are recorded at steady state condition.
After fixed intervals of time of cutting, wear component
is observed using the toolmakers microscope.

4.7. Normalization and scaling of inputs

The input patterns are presented to the BPTNN as a
normalized array and are scaled in a range of 0.1 to 0.9.
The original values are normalized for efficient pro-
cessing by the network. The normalization is carried out
using a linear mapping given as

X�(Xr�Xmin)
XN max−XN min

Xmax−Xmin
�XN min (7)

where X is the normalized variable, Xr is the real value
of the variable before normalization, Xmax and Xmin are
the maximum and the minimum values of the variable
before normalization and XNmax and XNmin are maximum
and minimum values of the variable after normalization.
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5. Backpropagation prediction neural network
model (BPPNN)

5.1. BPPNN architecture and input patterns

The BPPNN architecture is the same as the BPTNN;
with exactly the same number of input, middle and out-
put layer processing elements. The trained set of weights
is assigned to the interconnections of the middle-input
and the output-middle layers. New testing input patterns
other than that used for training the BPTNN, without
the flank wear, are presented to the BPPNN model. The
BPPNN model works exactly like the forward pass of
the BPTNN model.

The force ratio is calculated using the predictive
machining theory [15] and provided as input to the
BPPNN model. All of the input variables are normalized
in the same range that was used for the BPTNN model.
The input to the middle layer processing elements is the
weighted sum of the values from the input layer pro-
cessing elements. The weights on the interconnections
are obtained from the recorded weights at MSE=0.1, for
the BPTNN model. The same sigmoid function as in the
BPTNN model gives an output at the middle layer pro-
cessing elements. These outputs and the weight on the
interconnections of the output-middle layer, form a
weighted sum input to the output layer processing
elements. This input when passed through the sigmoid
function gives an output at the output layer processing
elements. The calculated output value is the predicted
flank wear value for the new testing set or unknown con-
dition [16].

5.2. Decoding of BPPNN model output

The outputs of the processing elements at the output
layer form the predicted value of the flank wear. The
flank wear value is not in the binary representation for-
mat. Since the weights remain the same and a new test-
ing set of input variables or unknown input values are
presented to the BPPNN model, the output values of the
BPPNN model will lie anywhere in the range of 0 to
1 values.

The output of the sigmoid function Ok, can reach a
value of 0 or 1 only if the input value to the function is
plus or minus infinity. Since the summed input to any
of the processing elements can never reach the infinite
value, an output value of 0 or 1 is impossible to obtain.
Thus, a threshold value of 0.1 is applied to all ones in
the output values and reduced to 0.9 and all zeros are
increased to 0.1 in the experimental flank wear binary
representation. The intermediate values are assumed as
fractional values of the binary representation and are
multiplied to their corresponding decimal equivalent.
This type of decoding helps in prediction of values in
between two trained values, between consecutive whole

numbers and also values after the decimal point. The
unique representation shown above makes the coding-
decoding scheme dynamic and very powerful.

6. Results and conclusions

In this study, a trained set of backpropagation neural
network algorithms is used to predict the flank wear of
CBN cutting tools with chamfered and honed edge prep-
arations during the orthogonal cutting of hardened H-13
steel workpieces.

Initially orthogonal cutting experiments were conduc-
ted using CBN cutting tools with two different edge geo-
metries and forces were recorded using a data acquisition
system. A backpropagation training neural network
model was trained by using the experimental data. The
latter model, the backpropagation prediction neural net-
work, was used with the trained pattern of flank wear in
order to predict the flank wear in both original experi-
mental cutting conditions and different cutting con-
ditions.

The major advantage of the neural network predic-
tions is that the models, can estimate flank wear progress
very fast and accurately, once the forces are known. In
order to calculate force ratio in cutting conditions that
were not experimented, predictive machining theory was
used as discussed in an earlier study [15].

Figs. 6 and 7 show reasonable agreements between
the predicted and measured flank wear on CBN tools
with a chamfered edge preparation. The error between
the measured and the predicted flank wear values for a
few conditions could be related partly to the average
force ratio, which is obtained using predictive machining

Fig. 6. Comparison of measured and predicted flank wear for cham-
fered tool.
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Fig. 7. Comparison of measured and predicted flank wear for cham-
fered tool.

Fig. 8. Comparison of measured and predicted flank wear for
honed tool.

theory, instead of the experimental force ratio and partly
to the neural network algorithm. The neural network
algorithm reveals relatively poor results if it is provided
with a few training patterns. The predicted values dem-
onstrate an upward trend with progression of time simi-
lar to the measured values. Incidentally, the neural net-
work model predicts a faster flank wear development in
respond to an increase in the cutting velocity and the
feed.

Figs. 8 and 9 show similar results for the CBN tools
with honed edge preparations. The number of training
data used for the honed CBN tools was less than that of
the chamfered CBN tools. The predicted values for the

Fig. 9. Comparison of measured and predicted flank wear for
honed tool.

Fig. 10. Predicted flank wear for chamfered tool at different cut-
ting velocities.

Fig. 11. Predicted flank wear for chamfered tool at different cut-
ting velocities.
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honed tool are in good agreement with the measured
values and also portray an upward trend for higher
feed values.

Flank wear is also predicted for the cutting velocities
other than the patterns for which the neural network
algorithm is trained, fairly large error was observed at
those predictions. Figs. 10 and 11 show incremental
wear pattern with progression of time. They also predict
faster wear for higher cutting velocity and feed values.
Overall they show good wear patterns. Predictions at few
other velocities and at random time have been shown in
Tables 3 and 4.

In order to evaluate the error in the predictions, a root-

Table 3
Training patterns at different cutting conditions with predicted flank wear for chamfered tools

Cutting velocity Feed Time Force ratio Width of cut Predicted flank wear Predicted flank
(coded) wear (decoded)

0.10 0.10 0.10 0.73 0.90 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 38.00
0.10 0.10 0.18 0.67 0.90 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 50.00
0.10 0.10 0.23 0.55 0.90 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 50.00
0.10 0.10 0.27 0.07 0.90 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 53.00
0.10 0.10 0.35 0.60 0.90 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 66.00
0.10 0.10 0.39 0.55 0.90 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 66.00
0.10 0.10 0.44 0.57 0.90 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 66.00
0.10 0.10 0.52 0.48 0.90 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 74.00
0.10 0.10 0.58 0.55 0.90 0 1 0 0 1 .6 1 0 76.40
0.10 0.10 0.61 0.52 0.90 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 76.00
0.10 0.10 0.69 0.78 0.90 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 79.00
0.10 0.10 0.75 0.55 0.90 0 1 0 .23 1 1 0 0 79.68
0.10 0.10 0.86 0.41 0.90 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 92.00
0.30 0.10 0.80 0.56 0.90 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 92.00
0.40 0.10 0.89 0.56 0.90 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 90.00
0.50 0.10 0.18 0.80 0.90 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 53.00
0.50 0.10 0.26 0.56 0.90 0 0 1 1 .83 0 1 0 56.64
0.50 0.10 0.35 0.59 0.90 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 79.00
0.50 0.10 0.44 0.91 0.90 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 77.00
0.50 0.10 0.48 0.56 0.90 0 1 .5 0 1 .38 1 1 92.52
0.50 0.10 0.52 0.55 0.90 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 107.00
0.60 0.10 0.58 0.54 0.90 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 123.00
0.80 0.10 0.70 0.50 0.90 0 1 1 1 1 0 .48 0 120.96
0.90 0.10 0.18 0.62 0.90 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 58.00
0.90 0.10 0.27 0.48 0.90 0 .74 1 1 0 0 1 0 97.36
0.90 0.10 0.35 0.67 0.90 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 81.00
0.90 0.10 0.52 0.60 0.90 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 114.00
0.90 0.10 0.55 0.48 0.90 0 1 1 1 1 0 .87 0 121.74
0.10 0.90 0.10 0.86 0.90 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 38.00
0.10 0.90 0.18 0.65 0.90 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 58.00
0.10 0.90 0.25 0.55 0.90 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 82.00
0.10 0.90 0.27 0.84 0.90 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 66.00
0.10 0.90 0.35 0.73 0.90 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 71.00
0.10 0.90 0.40 0.56 0.90 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 82.00
0.10 0.90 0.52 0.70 0.90 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 89.00
0.50 0.90 0.10 0.75 0.90 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 51.00
0.50 0.90 0.15 0.56 0.90 0 .45 1 1 0 0 .19 .6 77.80
0.50 0.90 0.18 0.74 0.90 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 81.00
0.78 0.90 0.24 0.51 0.90 0 0 1 1 1 0 .57 0 57.14
0.90 0.90 0.10 0.67 0.90 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 56.00
0.90 0.90 0.11 0.48 0.90 0 0 1 1 1 0 .16 0 56.32
0.90 0.90 0.18 0.83 0.90 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 56.00

mean-squared (RMS) error between the measured and
predicted readings was computed by using the equation:

%RMSerror��1
n�

n

1

(
VB measured−VB predicted

VB predicted

∗100)2 (8)

The root-mean-square error between the measured and
the predicted depth of the flank wear for each cutting
condition is presented in Table 5. Generally, the percent-
age error was found between 0.59%–15.09%. The error
variation of the error indicates that the measured depth
of the flank wear values highly affects the percentage
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Table 4
Training patterns at different cutting conditions with predicted flank wear for honed tools

Cutting velocity Feed Time Force ratio Width of cut Predicted flank wear Predicted flank
(coded) wear (decoded)

0.10 0.10 0.19 0.47 0.90 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 58.00
0.10 0.10 0.28 0.24 0.90 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 74.00
0.10 0.10 0.34 0.22 0.90 0 1 0 .76 .78 .25 .54 0 84.48
0.10 0.10 0.37 0.19 0.90 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 84.00
0.10 0.10 0.42 0.22 0.90 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 .3 88.30
0.10 0.10 0.46 0.21 0.90 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 89.00
0.10 0.10 0.54 0.23 0.90 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 102.00
0.10 0.10 0.60 0.22 0.90 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 102.00
0.10 0.90 0.19 0.76 0.90 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 36.00
0.10 0.90 0.37 0.42 0.90 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 89.00
0.10 0.90 0.39 0.22 0.90 0 1 0 1 0 .8 0 1 80.00
0.10 0.90 0.40 0.82 0.90 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 99.00
0.10 0.90 0.45 0.22 0.90 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 85.00
0.50 0.10 0.10 0.23 0.90 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 21.00
0.50 0.10 0.13 0.21 0.90 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 21.00
0.50 0.10 0.14 0.42 0.90 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 67.00
0.50 0.10 0.17 0.21 0.90 0 0 0 1 .45 1 0 0 23.60
0.50 0.10 0.19 0.38 0.90 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 91.00
0.50 0.10 0.23 0.40 0.90 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 104.00
0.50 0.10 0.40 0.21 0.90 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 .78 120.78
0.50 0.90 0.10 0.78 0.90 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 61.00
0.50 0.90 0.14 0.67 0.90 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 73.00
0.50 0.90 0.16 0.21 0.90 0 .48 0 1 0 .46 0 1 49.56
0.50 0.90 0.19 0.64 0.90 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 96.00
0.90 0.10 0.10 0.54 0.90 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 66.00
0.90 0.10 0.16 0.48 0.90 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 99.00
0.90 0.10 0.18 0.16 0.90 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 85.00
0.25 0.90 0.45 0.22 0.90 0 1 .8 1 0 .86 0 1 110.04
0.25 0.10 0.23 0.22 0.90 0 .54 0 1 .83 1 0 0 61.20
0.30 0.10 0.51 0.21 0.90 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 116.00
0.40 0.90 0.16 0.22 0.90 0 .26 0 1 0 .46 0 1 35.48
0.78 0.10 0.25 0.18 0.90 0 1 .11 1 0 1 0 1 88.52

Table 5
Percentage root mean squared error for chamfered and honed tools at trained patterns

200 m/min (0.05 mm/rev) 200 m/min (0.1 mm/rev) 250 m/min (0.05 mm/rev) 250 m/min (0.1 mm/rev)

%RMS Error (Chamfered) 1.16 5.65 9.35 0.55
%RMS Error (Honed) 1.54 3.25 15.09 1.25

root-mean-squared error in the trained patterns. There
was no error evaluation done for the flank wear predic-
tions for the untrained patterns.

In conclusion, predicted flank wear was found sig-
nificantly sensitive to the measured cutting forces. The
major advantage of the neural network predictions is that
the algorithms can estimate flank wear progress quite
accurately once the forces are known. Therefore,
obtaining force information without using a force sensor
would definitely improve the implementation of pro-
posed approach in shop floor practice. It is needless to
say that such tool conditioning systems have great poten-
tial to improve precision hard part machining using
advanced cutting tools such as CBN.
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